
TANCREDI 2018

After the success of the limited editions of Tancredi 2016 and 2017, with the 2018 vintage, the entire 
production of the prestigious red becomes a permanent part of the exclusive range of Dolce&Gabbana 
and Donnafugata wines, together with the Rosa rosé and the latest prestigious productions of Etna, the 
white Isolano and the red Cuordilava, to take the colors, aromas, and culture of Sicily out into the world.

Craftsmanship, creativity, excellence, and innovation blend together in the red Tancredi wine, inspired 
by one of the protagonists of the novel “Il Gattopardo” (The Leopard). The passionate and revolutionary 
personality of the character is found in the style of the wine of the same name: In fact, the Tancredi wine 
was born in 1990, from the union, which at that time was innovative, between an international grape 
variety and a native one, the Cabernet Sauvignon and the Nero d’Avola; a choice of production that has 
led to the discovery of Sicilian enological excellence at an international level.
 
Tancredi 2018 has an intense ruby-red color; it seduces for its fruity bouquet of plums and blueberries 
enriched with delicate hints of spices. In the mouth, its flavor is full and enveloping with a harmonious 
and long-lasting finish; it is a wine of extraordinary Mediterranean elegance and aging potential. 

The creativity by Dolce&Gabbana pays homage precisely to “Il Gattopardo” (The Leopard), and in 
particular to the contrast between tradition and modernity that Tancredi sums up: if gold, blue, and the 
sinuous lines of baroque inspiration celebrate the glories of the now-declining aristocracy, red, green 
and the geometric figures refer to the new revolutionary values which had begun to affirm themselves 
in Sicily after the Unification of Italy and which foreshadowed the contemporary history of the island.

In addition to the classic 750ml format, Tancredi 2018 is also offered in large formats ideal for special 
occasions and for collectors who want to enjoy it over time: magnum, 3, 6, 12, and 18 liters.

Tancredi 2018 is available from January at:
https://www.dolcegabbana.com/it/food-beverage/
https://www.donnafugata.it/it/wine-collection/dolcegabbana-e-donnafugata/
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